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Toldos 5778 -BROTHers 

  

In this week’s parsha we find Yaakov cooking in the 

kitchen. As the passuk says “Vayazed Yaakov nazid” - 

Yaakov was cooking a dish” (Beraishis, 25:29) From the 

passuk itself we have no clue what type of dish he was 

creating. It is only later when he sold this dish to Aisav, that 

the Torah reveals its contents. There the passuk says 

“VeYaakov nassan leAisav lechem uNzid Adashim” - 

“Yaakov gave Aisav bread & lentil broth” (ibid, verse 29) 

The question is, why did the Torah did not initially reveal that 

it was a lentil dish, instead waiting until the end of the story? 
 Perhaps we can suggest the following: The story is told of the Yismach Moshe (Rav 

Moshe Teitelbaum 19th c.) whose wife was out of the house one evening. Before she left, 

she told her husband that she had left a pot of food for him near the stove, all he had to do 

was heat it up. She neglected to tell him that there was another pot sitting near the stove, 

from the previous evening’s dinner.  This pot was soaking with some water and a cleansing 

agent to soften the gook at the bottom. Well, the Yismach Moshe heated up the wrong pot 

and proceeded to eat the “soup” for his dinner. His Rebbetzin realized the next day what 

he had done, but the Yismach Moshe himself was none the wiser. (Heard from Rav Moshe 

Wolfson shlit”a ). The point is, Tzaddkim are clueless about what they are eating, because 

frankly it is not important to them. (see sefer Bas Ayin for explanation of Yitzchak’s request 

later in this parsha for tasty food) 
 Yaakov was cooking a dish. Chazal tell us that he was preparing a meal for his 

father Yitzchak, whose father (Avraham) had passed away that very day. The custom is 

that the first meal given to a mourner (known as “The Meal of Consolation”) should be 

made using a round-shaped ingredient, symbolizing the cyclical nature of life. So, Yaakov 

went rummaging through the kitchen pantry until he found some round-looking beans-

lentils. He had no idea what they were, he just knew they were round. That is why the 

Torah does not tell us initially what it was that he was cooking. To teach us that in Yaakov's 

world the ingredients (other than its shape) were insignificant and non-news worthy.  
 However, “VeYaakov nassan leAisav” -” Yaakov gave Aisav”, once those 

ingredients entered the domain of an extremely worldly Aisav, where food and its taste 

were extremely important, the Torah must now reveal what type of dish he was about to 

eat. Thus all is revealed, “lechem uNzid Adashim” - “Bread and a lentil broth”. 
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